MARTIUS VATICANUS

PLEIADIAN ABODE OF THE ROMAN HIGH PRIEST

This illustration show that the Vatican is the usurper of the Keys of the Earthly Gates as she claims authority over the Celestial Gates, the Golden and Silver ones. It is the power of the Principalities of the Air in Heavenly Places that currently do exert spiritual authority over the various gates of the Earth, geographically and spiritually. This
was obtained by deception as they were subdued by Lucifer in the Garden of Eden. Man speculate that perhaps Lucifer had a corresponding dominion in the Cosmos aside from this ‘priestly ‘ duties of leading worship, praise, singing d covering over the very Throne and Ark of the Covenant wherein YHVH sets as LORD Almighty. It is this
place that he coveted and seeks to overthrow. Lucifer and his Fallen Angles know where the Stargates are located, on Earth and in Heaven. The Bible teaches that Lucifer currently still legal right to appear before the judicial court of Heaven to accuse the Brethren. There is an administrative court from where the LORD reigns over all that
is. It is at this place Lucifer seeks to enter through the gates to overtake. Until that time, this dominion, kingdoms and courts or ‘Basilica’ which means seat of a Throne is given to his High Priests to further his agenda.
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Silver and Golden Gates
The Celestial Gates correspond to the constellations
of Ophiuchus, Guardian of the Golden Gate. He is
the Serpent Bearer but in the Luciferian perverted
rendition, he is the depiction of the coming AntiChrist that is supported by the Serpens or the
Dragon. At the Silver gate is Orion the Guardian that
is attributed to being the Might Hunter before YHVH
as a type of Nimrod.

This Orion star map configuration of the Vatican is suggested to be
supported by the spiritual bastion of the Fallen Angels that have
helped implement Lucifer’s protocols on Earth. As the celestial
pattern involves a type of fort, it is usually pentagonal in shape. This
is seen and copied in all the other major Luciferian world capitals.
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Geopolitically, the Vatican which is a literal kingdom on Earth does not represent Jesus Christ’s Kingdom.
The Basilica or the place of the Throne is commemorated to IISIS, the Queen of Heaven, not YHVH. The
Bible exposes this conspiracy that ‘she wishes to sit as queen’. Eventually the pact with the Vatican and the
AntiChrist will move this literal throne to the Holy of Holy in Jerusalem and it is there where the AntiChrist
along with the prompted workshop of the world’s masses will sit on the rediscovered Ark of the Covenant
Moses made and proclaim to be GOD.
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